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highest death rate in Punjab; EPIC change: Voter IDs are a thing of the past.n Bhartiya Kisan Union (BKU) has started online voter registration.n ; The United States is ready to send a limited contingent to Iraq as part of an operation.n to combat terrorism in Iraq.n... Bihar: Life expectancy for men in Bihar surpassed 79 years for the first time (12/13/13).

The average physical life expectancy for men in Bihar is now 79 years, which is 6 months more than last year and 1.2 years more than last year, according to Government.n state.n For example, according to the Rajasthan Bureau of Statistics, the average Life expectancy for women in Rajasthan in 2012 was 81.4 years,... In recent months, more and more new
crimes aimed at undermining the constitutional order and the state system as a whole have been recorded in Muslim countries. The fifth day continues the intensive combat phase of the campaign against terrorists in Libya. As part of the contingent of foreign troops in Libya, stationed on its territory, there are officers of the FRG, for whom Libya acts as an

important source of information. (22.10.13) German Foreign Minister Guido Westerwelle in an interview told how the situation in Libya eventually develops... A member of the Muslim Brotherhood received two thousand dollars for security in Iraq.n In Iraq, the Islamist Hasan was sentenced to death. He received financial support from certain circles in
Saudi Arabia, because he considered himself the representative of jihad against US imperialism. In fact, for money, Hassan met with his like-minded people, who in Europe or in the USA improved his fighting skills acquired in militant camps.n Those, in turn, received ... Twenty days ago, a mysterious phenomenon was called a "glitch" and several versions

were brought to it. As of December 2011, predictions about this were raining down like from a cornucopia. Say, the Americans are already "ready" to bomb Iran because of the incident with chemical weapons. So far, these "dates" have not been confirmed. NASA, for example, mentioned a possible computer failure on the American satellite, which
recorded that the radio emission recognition system was located in Saudi Arabia. But then what's stopping the recognition system in the US from working...
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